[Gadolinium deposition-"gadolinium deposition disease"].
Gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast agents have been routinely used worldwide in diagnostic MRI since 1988. All routinely applied contrast agents for clinical use were considered extremely safe with regard to tolerance, adverse effects and diagnostic efficacy and when used at Food and Drug Administration-approved doses. With the identification of Gd-associated disorders, namely nephrogenic systemic fibrosis and adverse reactions, and in the longer term Gd-retention in the brain, this view changed and led to the withdrawal or restriction of approval of linear Gd chelates in Europe. Even though Gd deposition in different human body areas was described very early, recently published literature of intracerebral accumulation of contrast agents as well as deposition in bone have created surprising attention. Not only was the fact of Gd deposition in the body well known for many years, but there is currently no clinical evidence of patient symptoms and no resulting health issues of patients have been observed yet. The expression "gadolinium deposition disease" has been termed by active patient advocacy groups with an online presence with reports of individual members stating a broad spectrum of disorders yielding a large symptom complex after administration of Gd-based contrast agents without evidence of any pre-existing or otherwise underlying disease process which could explain the mentioned disorder.